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I summon an even larger man

Hearthstone Wiki Hench-Clan Thug is a common neutral minion card from the Witchwood set. How to get [edit | edit source] Hench-Clan Thug is available through Witchwood card packs or by hand. Creating the card cost Disenchanting Hench-Clan Thug 40 5 Golden Hench-Clan Thug 400 50
Strategy[edit | edit source] A very powerful card combined with settings of cheap weapons like Candleshot or Dagger Mastery daggers, this card can provide a very good 4/4 body in turn 3, and can grow even bigger. You can also equip Doomhammer, Fool's Bane or Azzinth's warglaives so hench-Clan
Thug can power quickly. The strong synergy of this minion with weapons makes it perfect for an aggressive rogue or demon hunter deck. If your opening hand features Hench Clan Thug as villainous, it's often a good idea to use Hero Power in the second turn to almost guarantee a buff. Demon hunters
can wait until turn 4 so that the card can be polished immediately, or combine it with Umberwing with a curve. This also makes Hench Clan Thug effective together with Moonlight Baku. If you suspect your opponent is holding Hench Clan Thug, it may be a good idea to use acidic suoooze or other weapon
removal immediately if you have it, preventing them from polishing Hench Clan Thug early in the game. Quotes[edit | edit source] Invite Halt! Who's going in there? Hump! Trivia[edit | edit source] Hench-Clan Thug's flavor text hinted at the Dragon of the Year plot in which the E.V.I.L. League fought the
League of Explorers. Gallery[Edit | Edit Source] Hench-Clan Thug, Full Art Patch Changes[Edit | Edit Source] Patch 11.0.0.23966 (2018-04-10): Added. Your master, the great magus Medivh, invites you back to celebrate with me! Come inside... Meet your friend at the door. We're having a party you've
never seen before. Shake your stuff into our musical rhythm. Play life-size chess, but don't cheat! Most of all, throw away your worries. Dive right in - you'll never be the same! This is a place of funny magical phenomena. It's going to be one night in Karazhan! One Night in Karazhan (Karazhan, Kara,
ONiK) is the fourth adventure of Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft. The adventure was released on August 11, 2016, with 45 new collectibles. The adventure is set in the redesigned glory days of karazhan's mystical tower, when young Medivh was not only the guardian of Azeroth, but also its most worthy
bachelor. Having served everyone's admiration by blocking the plans of diabolical arch-thief Rafam, who has won a major tournament and even resisted whispers from old gods, the player is invited to a magical one-night party that will surely be talked about for centuries. However, on arrival, the player
notices lost, and the magical magical of the tower run amok, turn delightful tricks into deadly traps. The player must find Medivh, restore order to the crazy tower and save the day - just in time for the tower's big night. The adventure has 13 bosses spread over four wings (as well as an introductory
encounter), as well as a more challenging heroic space and 9 class challenges. The showcase wing is available to all players for free, and the others are gold-plated or real money. The first wing and prologue of adventure opened on 11 September 1945. All patch information was added by patch
6.0.0.13921, August 9, 2016. Design[edit | edit source] For more information about adventures, see Adventure. One Night in Karazhan contains 4 wings (excluding prologue), and a total of 13 boss encounters The power of each encounter for the first time gives 2 copies of the two new card, which can be
neutral or class-specific Completing each wing for the first time gives copies of two or three new cards, including copies of at least one legendary card corresponding to this wing Adventure has 9 class challenges , one for each class Completing the class challenge gives 2 copies of the new class card
Class challenges can be opened by completing wings Adventure has both normal and heroic spaces , the latter of which has very difficult versions of the same bosses The power of all hero bosses to give a special card back (see below) Summary [edit | edit source] The table below summarizes the
structure of the adventure , with bosses matching the corresponding rewards. The placement of class challenge sections shows which bosses appear in each challenge, as well as which wing must be performed to unlock it. The Dust Value column shows the amount of Arcane Dust produced by wing
cards if they are disappointed. For cover listings and a class challenge strategy, see One Night in Karazhan Class Challenges. Access[edit | edit source] Every wing of the adventure must be purchased before it can be played. The introductory encounter is free for all players. Players have had to open all
9 categories to get on an adventure. Unlike other adventures, there was no pre-purchase option. Instead, players were awarded a special card back if they bought the entire adventure in the first week after its release. This included buying the whole adventure for real money or buying a salon with gold
and then buying others for real money. [1] Pricing[edit | edit source] Players can buy wings with either gold or real money. The discount is if you buy the whole adventure at once using real money. Bundle discounts are also offered if you buy all the remaining locked wings at once using real money. Please
note that when players can buy all options above one wing include buying all the remaining wings. For example, it is not possible to use real money to buy the first 3 wings and then buy the final wing later; In order for a player to buy multiple wings for real money, they need to buy all the remaining wings.
However, it is possible to buy individual wings and later buy all the remaining wings at once. The following prices are PC/Mac/Android. IOS prices may vary. Some of these prices changed on 22 March 2017. [2] Package USD EUR GBP AUD BRL RUR MXN Gold All 4 Wings $19.99 17.99€ £16.99 $24.99
R$44.90 999₽ $999 999259 Remaining 3 $14.99 13.99€ £10.49 $18.99 R$33.90 749₽ $189 Remaining $2.99 8.8.899€ £6.99 $12.99 R$22.90 499₽ $129 Individual Wings $6.99 5.99€ £4.99 $8.99 R$1 15 $90,329₽ $89,700 gold cards[edit | edit source] The adventure has 45 new collectibles, including
18 neutral cards and 27 class cards (3 for each category) and 12 non-collectible cards. One Night in Karazhan cards can be identified by a special watermark (depicting a tower) behind the text on the card that is not found on other cards. Regular versions of cards are obtained by hitting bosses,
completing wings and winning class challenges. Once a regular version of the card is received, both regular and gold versions can be created and extracted with normal amounts. When each wing is released, all cards on that wing will be available for selection in the Arena, regardless of whether the
player has purchased or completed a similar wing. Neutral cards[edit | edit source] Not guaranteeable[edit | edit source] Class cards[edit | edit source] Each category receives three new cards: two common and one rare. Druid Hunter Mage Paladin Priest Rogue Shaman Warlock Warrior Unpaated[edit |
edit source] Boss cards and Hero Powers[edit | edit source] Main article: One Night in Karazhan boss cards In addition to the playable card listed above, One Night in Karazhan brings about 100 unique cards and hero powers only adventure boss encounters. For a full list, see One Night in Karazhan boss
cards. Battlefield[edit | edit source] All adventure matches are played on the battlefield of Karazhan. Unlike previous battlefields, this was not originally exclusive to adventure, but was available for the general game as soon as the patch was released. Card Backgrounds[edit | edit source] Adventure
involves three card backrests. Two are obtained through adventure itself: one for beating all bosses in Heroic mode and one as a reward for buying all wings within a week of the adventure's launch. The third card was recovered by reaching a ranked 20 in August 2016. Photos Karazhan Nights Awarded
by Buying All night wings in Karazhan within a week of launch. Watch your step! Dancing Tauren is well known crushing slippers. Medivhi's call to rank 20th in the season 29 (August 2016). You're invited! Leave your giant bear with a servant. A blue portal that completes one night in Karazhan in hero
mode Don't tell Netherspite, but mischievous guests have got all sorts of tricks with their gates! Themes[edit | edit source] One Night in Karazhan contains several themes. Most reflect elements in the story of adventure, as well as bringing new game trends. Spell synergia[edit | edit source] Adventure
brings a handful of spell synergia cards. This type of synergy had featured in previous series, but never in such a large number of set cards. In addition, there are some of those who have synergy with certain types of spells: Secrets. Birdwatcher Medivhi's lies veiled hunter daughter Finally, there are also
Spirit Claws, which presents synergy with spell damage; and Cat Trick, which acts as a technical card against spells. Minion summoning[edit | edit source] Many cards received in One Night in Karazhan have minion summoning as secondary effects. Invited minions can be fixed, random, or dependent on
the state of the game. As with spell synergia, this is not a new kind of effect, but the number of cards that get such effects is usually not as high as overnight in Karazhan. Other cards with this type of effect include portals (see below). Chess[edit | edit source] One of Medivhi's favorite hobbies is playing
chess on his magically animated board. The adventure introduces three game-related cards. Bishop Côte d'Nectar of Onyx, protect the King! Portals[edit | edit source] On a night out this size are Azeroth's finest luminers and then, and coterie of that caliber would not be caught dead while walking to the
party. While Kel'Thuzad might take the soul train, everyone else travels first class! Karazhan has carefully calibrated portals adapted to various exotic locations so guests with special teleportation needs can stay. With the power of portals at your fingertips, every travel experience is a great success! [3]
This party is so intense that it is full of space and time to bring more guests! Use new portal spell cards to unleash magic and invite random mints to the field. [4] Each portal spell invites a random minion of certain costs and provides an additional effect. Both the portal category and location match the
theme of its effects. Although the theme is original for One Night in Adventure, it may have been inspired by a similar unstable portal. The sixth portal spell appears in Netherspite's promotional image, a purple rimmed portal that leads to a portal that resembles a twisting underworld; This could have been.
which was later replaced by Ironforge Portal, which is missing from this image. Portal Portal extends to some adventure boss fights, especially the final wing of the adventure, where players use the gates of Karazhan to find Medivhi. Dragon Synergy[edit | edit source] The adventure does not come with a
large dragon itself, but it presents several cards supporting the dragon archetype deck: Netherspite Historian Nightbane Templar Book Wyrm Menagerie[edit | edit source] One Night in Karazhan also introduced Menagerie cards that support the construction of beasts, dragons and dialects on the same
cover. They would later play an important role in Battlegrounds mode: Zoobot Menagerie Magician The Curator Trailer[edit | edit source] Lore[edit | edit source] Karazhan, long a powerful connection of everyday energies, is becoming the centerpiece of a very different cosmic power. Wizard Medivh has
used all the magic at his disposal to set up the most lavish and luxurious party ever, and your name is on the guest list alongside Azeroth and the crème de la crème outside it! With such an eclectic mix of participants, it is guaranteed that this party will be out of this world. But when you swing to the music
and let the sights dazzle you, watch out; One night in Karazhan, and even the tough guys fell. Keep the decks straight, your wits sharp and, above all, stay alive! [4] Reimagined You've been kicking ass lately! You've dominated the grand tournament. You stopped Rafam from stealing origin. And you
endured the whispers of the old gods. When you do that, people notice. And now you've been invited to a great party Azeroth has ever seen. This is just a one-night event that people talk about for centuries. Everyone who's anyone is there. Karazhan has been re-renewed. This is a simpler time for
Karazha. If you've played World of Warcraft in Karazhan, you may remember this epic ballroom or the iconic Karazhan Opera House. We wondered: What would these places have been like when there were living people in them; when there were wonderful celebrations in this tower; when Azeroth's most
powerful archemagen... was also its most eligible bachelor. Medivh's throwing the ultimate party. And he has enchanted every element of his tower for a major event. She's enchanted silverware and danced before every dish. He has placed a magic mirror in the hallway to praise his guest as they arrive.
This party is going to be legendary!. You arrive an hour before the party starts, and Medivh is missing! And the spells he gave the party have begun to unravel. You have to fix the crazy tower, find Medivh and save the party. [5] Festive time Greetings to you, future partygoer! You have been invited to take
part in the millennium in honour of Azeroth's most stunning tower – Karazhan! As a guest of Medivhi, you will experience Her delightful place of residence offers as she rubs shoulders with Azeroth's most fascinating creatures and dances overnight on Hearthstone's next Adventure: One Night in Karazhan!
[3] As Azeroth's most powerful magical magical magician, Medivhi's magical prowess surpasses only his love of luxurious parties, and he has spared no expense in entertaining his beloved guests – lavish parties, impeccable opera performances and more waiting for you inside. Magus Medivh has put his
considerable mystical abilities to work on turning Karazhan into the ultimate party destination, so get ready for an unforgettable night! First you meet the staff, including his ever-capable major Moroes, and then there's an enchanted evening full of music and dancing, unforgettable performances and more.
When you're not burning the dance floor, you can take a break to enjoy the imaginative comfort, including a luxurious party in the dining room and a visit to Karazhan's stunning menagerie. On evenings of this size are Azeroth's finest luminaires and then, and a coterie of that standard wouldn't be caught
dead walking to the party. While Kel'Thuzad might take the soul train, everyone else travels first class! Karazhan has carefully calibrated portals adapted to various exotic locations so guests with special teleportation needs can stay. With the power of portals at your fingertips, every travel experience is a
great success! No visit to Karazhan would be complete without a revitalising soak in a hot mana pool. Once you've energized your body and mind, take a walk in your host's moonlight library and explore his magical tomes. Then try mixology in a well-stocked alcist laboratory or maybe take a performance
at a private opera house. As Medivhi's beloved guest, the tower is under your investigation. [3] Prologue[edit | edit source] The lights are bright, the dance floor is open and the serving is really magical. The largest gathering in Azeroth is about to begin with a bang; It's too bad if someone tried to fall at a
party. The prologue explains what happened to Medivhi before the party and his fateful encounter with Prince Malchezaar. The player takes on the role of Medivhi during the battle. Salon[edit | edit source] Karazhan's first floor is the Salon where Moroes greets you and lets you in early to help. Silverware
has gone into dissertation, and some of them are glommed together as a silverware that is a little too excited to serve dinner. Instead, the magic mirror that Medivhi has placed on the praise of strangers has started insulting them. And the chess series set by Medivhi has got its own mind. [5] Moroes Hmm,
unannounced visitors. You're early. Master Medivhi has.... in the rooms above, but I'm sure he'll be happy to show you when it's ready. Wait for him freely outside. You want to come in? I guess I can delay all the very important preparations I've overseen so I can play as your tour guide. Where are my
manners? Allow me to introduce myself. I'm Moroes, karazhan's housekeeper. Karazhan is known as Azeroth's most stunning magical apartment - indeed, the whole building is positively full of everyday energies! The master seems to think that this is the ideal place for the great party in the world. A real
rage, I believe he called it. Moroes is happy to show you around salon Usually we welcome guests to relax in the dining room in a nice tea spot. Unfortunately, they're still decorating the party, so we're going through the kitchens. Our kitchens are almost completely magically automated and we have food
and silverware to serve hundreds of guests. Most of our dishes are priceless antiques, and a few were even gifts from the king himself! And voila - kitchens! Oh, no! The dishes sing. And dance. Musical dishes aren't on the list of approved decorations, but the song is catchy, isn't it? Medivh has enchanted
everything on the horizon to ensure that his party leaves a lasting impression, so you never know what will happen next. However, it is strange... They usually behave so well when the Master is home. Let's move on and don't feed the forks. It's not dinner yet. Ha. Um, yes. This way, please. As we walk
through this corridor, you'll notice our collection of paintings by some of the greatest artists who have ever lived and even a few that haven't been born yet! I don't know how the Master handles it. No touching, of course. Yes, they're gorgeous, aren't they? This one with the curtain over it? It's not a painting
at all; It's a mirror. The magic mirror. Medivh animates it with experimental enchantment. Maybe a little undisciplined at first, but that's pretty friendly now. Free, even! Most of the time. And here we are, in the game room. There's only one game in the game room, and that game is chess. Medivh is a
dedicated chess enthusiast. Masterfully engraved pieces, complex strategies, mind-mind encounter! The master loves it. Chess is the game in this game room. It could be because the pieces are so big that there's no room for other games here. It may also be that songs get hurt when other games are
introduced, and ah, tend to destroy them violently when no one is watching. Well, whatever the reason, chess is! Is it dangerous? Although this chess series is animated enormously magic and sometimes your own mind, I assure you, it is completely safe. Unless you happen to be a backgammon, ha hah!
Well, it was all a good sign of direction. Looks like the master's still blocked. How strange.... Well, I guess we'll take a tour of the opera house while we wait. [8] Opera[edit | edit source] Karazhan's second level is world-famous opera. Barnes runs the opera, and he's very excited about tonight's event.
Barnes wants to have one last rehearsal, and he loves the audience's participation. So you have to help Barnes get three great plays before he lets you through the tower. Do one! Romulo and Julianne's great love story. Act two! Mysterious big bad wolf. Act three! You have to beat the bad with Crone
Dorothee. [5] Moroes Me, Moroes, karazhan's housekeeper, has already shown you around the salon. If you'll excuse me, I'm throwing the curtains behind the curtains of karazhan's most luxurious feature: medivhi's private opera house. Stage manager Barnes reserves the best singers and actors from
around the world, and the performances are sure to put you on the edge of the seat! Barnes is quite a character, but he should be able to keep you busy while I worry about other things related to the party. I'll be right back. Barnes Welcome, partygoers! I'm Barnes, the stage manager, and this is Azeroth's
finest theater. Medivhi has an amazing show planned for the party. Come on, I'll show you around - we might even have time for improvisation! Karazhan Opera House is the height of elegance and sophistication, and these very large wooden patches have seen some of the greatest stories of the ages,
opening up with pathos and grand trees. That's great, but it's in the past! Never look back, sweetheart – it distracts you from the future! Our show tonight will shame them all. I predict that these features will be so great, so EPIC that people will come back en masse over and over again – just to get a
glimpse of their favorite sample! Barnes welcomes the audience as Big Bad Wolf chases Little Red Riding Hood across the stage of the Karazhan Opera House Ah, but there are no performances if there are no sets. Unfortunately, my crew is late, lost his guild card or lost somewhere in Karazhan. That
last one is a surprisingly common case, in fact . . . I don't care what it is! You must look natural. I'm so excited to start! Calm down. Obviously, you're all heroes, so a complete stranger who asks you to do a trivial job should feel pretty familiar. You want a reward? I can promise you the best reward we can
if we finish it in time. Now I've got your attention! Now let's take a look.... Let's put this set of towers on. Yes! It looks like a real rock, doesn't it? Because it's real stone. Originally Medivh was going to magic it into place, but since he's in a hurry, I just have to do it. Get in there and put your back on him and
HEAVE! Well done, I'm fine. Our lead actor looks positively radiant all the way there. Take these hammers - this charming forest cottage won't build itself, you know! It was supposed to build itself, but after Medivhi occupied god knows what, all we have to do is put our hands together. And by us, of
course, I mean you. Good job! The cabin looks really charming! Now all we have to do is seed a little bit and you're ready. How many suits? I'm not a seamser. Medivh was going to - well, never forget what Medivh was going to do. I'm sure in a whirlwind of action, we'll be ready in time! The tailor supplies
are in those closets. Let's hurry! Looks like Moroes is back to take you out of my hands. The share is such sweet sadness, but at least everything is finally ready for tonight's show! I hope you enjoy the party! And rest before the festivities, you all look exhausted! Oh, your reward? A job well done, of
course! MoroesMinä, Moroes, I'm back. You all look so happy to see me! Why are you sweating? In fact, don't answer that question; I don't want to know. Well, then, since I obviously have nothing better to do in the Master's absence, I guess we can visit Menagerie next. [9] Menagerie[edit | edit source]
Karazhan's third tier is Medivhi's esteemed Menagerie. Creatures from all over the world have gathered here and treated a massive mechanical curator. Without Medivhi, the curator's programming has gone off. Instead of keeping the creatures in his cages, he just lets them go! It's just one translated
point. You need to reprogram the curator, and he will help you twist the escaped creatures so that you can move through the tower. [5] Moroes Our next stop is really exciting. Karazhan proudly hosts the world's only privately owned arcane zoo with exotic – and dangerous – creatures of all kinds of places,
times and dimensions. The master spared no expense. Right through this archway, please. Here we are: Menagerie! I'm going to let the curator show you some of our special exhibitions while I take care of some important things. Be nice to the curator. And don't touch anything! You have plenty of
chances to mess up the party later tonight. Curator Hey. This curator is programmed to lead the Menagers perfectly. It is the curator's duty to ensure the safety and well-being of all beings. Menagerie. Menagerie spans an area larger than the geometric volume of this tower and includes a constantly
varying number of exhibits. With a lot of exhibits and dimensions, this curator uses the services of several less advanced assistants to ensure 100% isolation. The curator may not work as intended... On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate your enjoyment? Repeat your answer. Thank you. This curator
is trying to raise your enjoyment on tour in Menagerie. When touring Menagerie, follow all gallery protocols to make sure no creature is released or harmed. Menagerie Tour Program version 4.7.7 is now online. Many menagerie creatures produce values for excitement that greatly exceed zero. Your tour
coincides with the feeding time of this great beast. This curator now gives it the large amount of food it needs. Warning: Step out of the meat splash area. No, no, no, no. You failed to leave the splash area. Let the curator hand you a towel. You have high blood pressure and adrenaline levels. Diagnosis:



Excitement! This curator is glad you're having fun! This part of Menagerie is empty and waiting for new exhibitions. We pass this gallery to an area with inhabited exhibits. Repeat the query. The query cannot be processed. Error: The Imp you have reported is not allowed in Menagerie, so it does not exist.
I'm sure the screens are safe. Move on. The Menagerie Tour program is closing. Moroes is back. This curator will escort you out of Menagerie now. Are you happy with your tour? Moroes: Oh, your tour cut short? Did you say the curator was acting strange? The master is clearly too busy to renew his
enchantment right now. I'm pretty sure everything's fine, although I admit menagerie isn't to my taste. I have often warned the Master not to maintain out-of-reach spaces and very large, arrogant beings. He claims that they are important to his research and that the curator has everything in complete
control. Hrmph, what are you? Really under control! I say Imps, ah, find a way. We're all the way out here, so I don't see any harm if you peek into the spiral. It's a nice treat for you because the party guests won't be able to access it tonight. [10] Spire[edit | edit source] Karazhan's top tier is Medivhi's
private spaces. This is where Medivh opens the gates from afar. And the creature that helps control those gates is the fearsome dragon Netherspite. Netherspite is not alone at the top of the tower. Every good wizard's tower only needs a ghost, and Aran's shadow haunts karazhan's top, preventing him.
Medivhi's private exams. If you make it past Aran, you'll have to use the gates of Karazhan to find Medivhi and save the party. [5] Moroes Shhhhh! You could be as raucous as you wanted at Menagerie, but now we're stepping into Spire. There shouldn't be any visitors here, so we have to be quiet. The
top floors of Karazhan serve as medivhi chambers with an extensive private library of the rarest of magical tots, an advanced sensitive laboratory and, of course, his private living quarters. Let's take a quick look around, shall we? Karazhan has carefully calibrated portals tuned to various exotic places...
Don't let the door bang! I feel like another 50-year-old young man sneaking around. We should be able to walk around the library and get to know the tots in our spare time, but the ghost of Medivhi's father has come to live. Nielas isn't bad when Medivh is here to keep him rational, but when the Master is
out? Pff, let's just say death hasn't improved his attitude. In fact, he becomes one of the most horrible geists I have ever been unhappy with meeting. As the singers warmed up earlier, he beat his staff on the library floor and shouted at us to keep the noise down. He told me to get off the lawn once. It's
me, Moroes! And Karazhan doesn't even have a lawn! I think I can hear him drifting this way! Quick to the lab! Oh, great! Netherspite is preparing arrival staircases for tonight's guests. Netherspite is Medivhi's laboratory assistant and portal master. He also happens to be a dragon and very serious with his
experiments. In addition to knowing everything sensitive, Medivh is the master of portal arcanology. I assume arcanology is the word. However, this chamber provides access to land and territories beyond imagination! The possibilities are endless, but we shouldn't touch anything. Especially that one! Get
your hands off me! Do you want to enjoy the party later with all your limbs and senses intact? I think it's time we got back to the salon now. It was exhilarating! And we're off the hook! I'm sure Master Medivh will be here any minute to start this party! Despite your troublesome early arrival, you've all been
such good sports in everything I've been attached to. Unfortunately, I really have to go and make further preparations, but I trust you can occupy yourself before the party starts? I'm looking forward to partying with you! [11] Dialogue[edit | edit source] Most of the dialogue within the adventure takes place in
certain encounters consisting of threats, parties and banter between bosses and Partners. Check out the full listings on the individual boss pages, such as Silverware Golem#Dialogue. However, some dialogue takes place on the adventure switch screens themselves. This dialogue is listed below. The
Prologue[edit | edit source] Adventure screen Moroes Dearest Guest, tonight you will be invited to Azeroth's biggest party! Join me in Karazhan with music, magic and just a little mayhem! Greetings, Medivh Open adventure Medivh We have animated silverware, rehearsed opera and prepared menagerie.
We have to remember tonight! Prince Malchezaar pulls Medivhi through the portal. This isn't good at all. Salon[edit | edit source] Opening Moroes I am Moroes, Karazhan steward and I need your help! Medivh's gone! We need gates at the top of the tower to save him and the party. Graduation Moroes
Excellent! The opera house is at the top of those stairs! I'm sure Barnes will let us through quickly! The Opera[edit | edit source] Open Barnes Welcome to the theatre! I'm Barnes, the stage manager. Portals to save Medivhi are located upstairs, but first you simply need to see our program! Complete
Moroes Forward! On those stairs, the curator guards the menagerie. I hope it doesn't work... Opening Menagerie[edit | edit source] Moroes The curator guards the menagerie, home to some of Azeroth's most exotic creatures. Behind it, lie in the master's chambers and portal to save Medivhi. Graduation
Moroes Almost to the top! We have to save Medivh before the party gets into a fight! Spire[edit | edit source] Finally unlock Moroes! At the top of the tower! Find the right portal and bring Medivh back! Graduate Medivh Adventurer, come on! Enjoy the party! Moroes, you did it. I can't believe the party
started in time. Could you come back next week? It's Medivhi's birthday, and well... I need backup. World of Warcraft[edit | edit source] Karazhan in World of Warcraft From Wowpedia: Karazhan (aka the Medivhi Tower, karazhan ivory tower or Karazhan Ivory Tower) is an abandoned fortress (or castle)
located in the nexus of the ley lines of the Southern Deadwind Pass. The tower is best known for its last known inhabitant - Medivhi, the last guard of Tirisfal. When Khadgar, Lothar and Garona killed Medivhi, the tower was closed to the rest of the world. But recently Karazhan has awakened again - an
evil presence has taken over the tower, its halls are buzzing with spirits and demons, and Medivhi's presence is alive and well, even decades after his death. Karazhan, a level 70 ten-man raid appearance, opened on the World of Warcraft: The Burning Crusade stage. The instance is huge, scripted and
wingless and includes 12 boss encounters with 22 different NPC's. Bosses Moroes, Curator and Chess event must be won in order, but all other bosses bosses Optional. History Karazhan was originally built by Tirisfaal guard Aegwynn. He used it as a sanctuary to hide from Tirisfaal Council after a
disagreement. The earth in which it sits was similar in shape to the human skull. Many had taken note of it over the years, although few had been brave enough, powerful or inadvertent enough to mention it to the owner of the property... Karazhan's history begins with an explosion that carved deadwind
pass and undermined the fabric of reality in the region. Then someone built a tower, presumably to take advantage of this diminished reality and increased magic. Medivh eventually settled there, but wondered that the explosion and construction took place only because he would eventually arrive. During
the first war, the tower was home to Medivh, his steward Moroes, a chef named Cook and his then apprentice Khadgar. Garona also stayed here as an ambassador at the same time as Khadgar's apprenticeship. Sargeras gave Medivhi the opportunity to explore Karazhan freely. As a result of the
deteriorating reality of the area, many strange and disturbing visions lurked in the tower, and Moroes was known for using the blind to avoid seeing them. The visions finally stopped when the awakened Medivh absorbed most of karazhan's surrounding magical power and merely as a pile of stones in
distant reaches, its power taken to serve the prophet. Medivh, the last guard, made his home in Deadwind Pass, the bright tower of Karazhan. Although he was tough in the 1990s (and the intended guardian of mankind), Medivh was secretly possessed by the dark spirit of Sargeras, the destroyer of
worlds. Through Medivhi, Sargeras opened a dark portal and allowed the Orcs to go to war with the kingdoms of Azeroth. As the war progressed, Medivh fought sargeras control. The furious conflict inside him eventually made the wizard irrevocably crazy until his childhood friend Anduin Lothar assisted
Medivhi's young apprentice Khadgar in storming Karazhan and killing his former comrade. Since that day, a terrible curse has dawned on both the tower and the lands around it - throwing a dark ball over the Deadwind Pass and the area now known as Duskwood. History[edit | edit source] Conception[edit
| edit source] Karazhan almost selected Hearthstone as the setting for the first adventure. [12] Many Team 5 members have fond memories of playing in the Karazhan raid on World of Warcraft - senior producer Yong Woo describes Karazhan as the first World of Warcraft raid he fell in love with. [13]
Developers eventually chose Naxxraras instead, but Karazhan was kept in mind, and Eric Dodds later stated in March 2015: We certainly talked a lot about Karazhan, and I would be surprised if we didn't do it in the future. [14] After whispers from old gods (Hearthstone's darkest content to date), content),
the developers knew they wanted to do something lighter. More than 3 years after the original game was released, Ben Brode describes the Development Team before One Night in Karazhan getting into his strjectory and recognizing Hearthstone's funny and lighthearted turn of events in a way our thing
now. Knowing that they wanted to do light torque in Karazhan, the developers explored different ideas for the adventure environment and story. In an interview with Storyline[edit | edit source] Shack News, designer Peter Whalen described several ideas that were eventually rejected. In one idea, Azeroth's
most famous Magis competed in a race to the top of the tower as the player competed against characters like Medivhi and Archmage Antonidas: So the idea was for the player to enter this race with all these magi and anyone else who wanted to participate. It hadn't come to fruition. Maybe depending on
how you did, maybe you could do some achievements, maybe how you did with the bosses would determine how you ranked at the end. It felt like fun, but it was pretty crazy. Once abandoned as the main theme of the adventure, the developers tried to implement it as a one-boss encounter, but couldn't
make it work. However, part of the idea would later emerge as a Storming Stormwind Tavern Brawl. [15] Another idea saw Medivhi invite a player to Karazhan, only to steal their stuff: it just wasn't that funny, was it? You had the beginning of the tower, Medivh taunts you on the way up. There was
something interesting there, it just wasn't as upbeat and the story behind it wasn't as cool. Did he take all our stuff and stuff? Why would Medivh even do that? He's the greatest wizard of all time. One concept saw a player help defend Karazhan against a troll robber trying to rob Karazhan; This would
have been a more traditional experience of the creepy Karazhan, but with a fresh take from the crazy but upbeat villain and Medivhi completely absent. This go-to wants to rob the tower, and he's a little crazy. He's a go-to apprentice, so you get all the gear that goes into it. He wants his spell book, so he
goes to the tower, and you get a fun vibe there. He sees ghosts and creepy things, but because he's so upbeat, he sells it differently. But we wanted Medivhi to be a member of the story. It's the Medivhi Tower, so let's take Medivh there. One of the most popular ideas was Medivhi's transformation into
chicken (presumably unintentionally). We were pretty excited about Chicken Medivhi. We had a great dialogue. We ran into a couple of problems. One is that Medivh is super powered, it's kind of weird to turn him into a chicken. We thought we'd make Moroes a chicken. it was pretty funny, too. We were
afraid that the chicken gag would get tired in four or five weeks. We wanted to get the same stupid, crazy vibe, but in a way that we could sell Karazhan-ness more and keep Medivhi strong and awesome. Eventually, the team began to question Karazhan's origins and design: We really started looking at
the raid, not from the player's point of view, but 'What kind of tower has an opera house?' and 'Why would you have this gigantic for a chess set? What's going on here? We started asking a lot of questions: Why would that be the case? Why did he have this? It wasn't always degenerate, haunted or full of
ghosts and people from the after aftertock, so apparently there was some kind of life in this tower. When the developers started imagining Karazhan at its best, they also began to wonder what Medivh might have been like at the time, before his history in Warcraft games: [Medivh] wasn't always old, was
it? He wasn't always the loudest voice, and if he was, and in his 20s, what kind of mage would he be? We didn't think he'd be interested in saving Azeroth more at that point or even see Azeroth need saving, but maybe Azeroth just needs a party and he's exactly the man who throws them. So dive into it
and go for the kind of story that would weaven itself around the tower. If you have your own opera house and party environment, things like The Great Gatsby will come up. What was the era we just felt crystallized in one big party? Into the '70s and disco came to mind in an instant. When they figured out
medivh was throwing a party, the whole thing just took off. The developers were also excited about re-imagining Karazhan, allowing players to finally see the tower in its best condition; The long-empty ballroom and haunted opera house have long been the subject of speculation from World of Warcraft
players, especially since the main universe, Medivhi, has never been described as someone who throws parties or particularly enjoys such diversions himself. [12] However, it was decided early on to limit the theme of the 70s to the adventure itself and keep it off the cards due to the rest of the isolation
within the game, especially since the adventure was no longer fresh. Whalen commented: After all, it's a fantasy world. Knights on horseback work perfectly. Disco ball? Not so much. [15] Iteration[edit | edit source] With the setting and Medivhi groovy younger me now settling, the developers began to
explore other elements of the adventure. One such element was the idea of an enchanted, fun tower with tower magic run amok. [12] Possibly inspired by the original chess encounter, this formed the basis of the first wing of the adventure as well as a number of cards, including: Kazham, what are you
doing? and silverware Golem. Adventure supporting actors saw a few iterations. The main host, Moroes, was originally only supposed to tell the first wing, with Barnes taking the second and the curator curated the third - all three came together to guide the player through the final wing. Moroes, however,
worked as well as a straight man for the foil party Medivhi, from which the main time ended up, even though the share remains in places. [15] Medivas - the backing singers seen in cinematic films of adventure - originally played a much bigger role in the adventure. Numerous soundbites mentioned in the
adventure string files show characters that play out during boss encounters with suitably groovy dialogue. In the end, however, they proved too disturbing, and the characters were completely removed from the adventure, although they later appeared in party portals! Tavern Brawl and much of their
previous dialogue. [15] Various iterations were also seen on the battlefield, such as organ in the lower right corner and some life-size chess pieces in the lower left corner, as well as countless smaller differences from the finished version (see below). [15] During the planning of the chess encounter, a
special version of the battlefield with chessboard-like squares was even seen. Gallery Early Sketch of the Battlefield of Adventure An almost finished version of the battlefield Sketches of adventure card backs Teasers[edit | edit source] The first hints of a new adventure were announced on 13 March. The
chinese gaming media leak claimed that the upcoming adventure was a World of Warcraft raid with three Chinese characters in its name. [16] [17] Players quickly compiled a short list of possible raids that revealed two likely possibilities: Ulduar or Karazhan. [18] [19] Calls [edit | edit source] 16. The first
official teaser of the adventure appeared on 17 July. [20] Players at the University of California Fireside Gathering received a particularly golden invitation that read: You have been cordially invited to the most majestic, marvelous, magical event you've never seen before! It's our sincerest wish you can join
us! The invitation was assumed to refer to the upcoming unveiling of the game's next adventure, although no date or details were revealed. On 19 December 2005, the developers were sent a letter to the Commission. Your valiant effort and masterful strategy in channeling the power of the old gods has
won you the admiration of the people around Azeroth. I'd be honored if you'd join us for a once-in-a-lifetime event full of magic and celebration. We also have something very special in stock for you! Be quick, because a planned unforgettable adventure! [Stream date and link] Kindest healthy, old friend!
Both the text and graphic details of the invitation were widely seen as karazhan's confirmation of the upcoming adventure, visual style and solemn tone, making many feel like the invitation was for a magical dinner party in the tower. Feathers seen at the top and bottom of the call were widely assumed to
represent Medivhi, known for moving to the raven; the familiarity of the invitation (dear friend, old friend) also refers to a character that players already know. The invitation was sent on 22 March 2005. These were different in structure from english email invitations, substantial embossed paper invitations in
decorated envelopes complete the ribbon and Hearthstone vortex wax seal. The text of the invitations was largely the same, but also included a footnote translated as Ole open at night. Opened in the dark, the invitation was revealed in gleaming dark features, and embossed parts were illuminated in
similar colors to the email invitation. However, there was one notable difference: the star in the upper left corner was replaced by a glowing eye, which, like kirin Tori's symbol, corresponds only to the design visible in arcane wit. Although the English-speaking community had largely settled on Karazhan's
prognosis, the Chinese community had still seen Darkmoon Faire as a potential setting for an adventure that this delicate symbol seemed to refute. [22] [23] Another difference between the two texts was that chinese invitations included a place where the place of disclosure was, in particular, in the PRC.
The time of the notification had already been found to fit into the time zones of China and the surrounding regions rather than the UNITED States, and this inclusion was considered to suggest that the disclosure could also take place in China and not in the UNITED States, where all previous declarations
were staged. Seems to confirm this, a press release issued at the same time contained a line that had been translated ... popular Hearthstone designer Ben Broden's first visit to China.... The line was later deleted from the official version, but remained as copies on other sites. [22] The location was
confirmed a few days later on 25 April 2005. [24] Party guests[edit | edit source] 22. On July 17, the official Twitter account began tweeting pictures of existing card art, edited to include a party theme with appropriate captions. The first was Annoy-o-Tron, followed by Possessed Villager, Archmage
Antonidas, Reno Jackson and Sylvanas Windrunner. Of these 5 tweets, four include a celebration of the word, with other items such as confetti, party hats, balloons and drinks. notification of 25 June 2005 The unveiling of the situation in ChinaJoy confirmed the festive theme, saying: Furious rumours are
swirling about future celebrations of unimaginable greatness! Who could it be for, and most importantly, are you on the guest list? Join Lead Game Designer Ben Brode for a special stream that will surely delight, enthrall and illuminate! [24] Ben Brode reveals adventure in Shanghai's Karazhan
connections[edit | edit source] 28. In the days leading up to July, players noticed changes Karazhan.com, and the address now had a 403 error message instead of the simple blank page previously presented. [25] 2 Battle.net 8. [26] July 28th. Filming the events leading up to the upcoming World of
Warcraft: Legion, the shorts were placed in the Karazhan Tower, where both Khadgar and Medivh were the protagonists. Despite their obvious importance to Legion, both the timing and changes to the release of the Karazhan.com many took as confirmation of the theme of the upcoming Hearthstone
adventure. [26] Reveals[edit | edit source] Yong Woo and Frodan reveal the remaining cards Speculation finally turned out to be (mostly) correct when One Night in Karazhan was unveiled on 28 March. The presentation was accompanied by comments from Frodan and Azumoqt, which revealed a small
number of new cards. The set's other cards were slowly revealed in several fan site revelations and brochures in other countries between July 29 and August 4, until 21 of the 45 cards were revealed. After travelling to China for the original unveiling, Ben Brode gave several shows in Asia and Australia
during this time. Medivas enters dance floor 5. The livestream was held at a special event for streamers and other members of the community with a life-size (and partly humane) chess set, a performance by Romulo and Julianne, and a mirrored ball complement disco dance floor. Special guests included
Moroes, Medivas (Wanda Wonderhooves, Susie Sizzlesong and Mark Moonwalker) and a giant from one of the original Hearthstone television commercials. The larger event was not streamed, but featured in a short official video as well as articles on some fan sites. Amid the usual reactions to future
cards, Cleansing was especially condemned by players and streamers, and became the latest to be honoured for the [worst] card in the game,[27] due in part to the continuing weakness of the priest class, which the new card just didn't alleviate. in fact, threatened to worsen his presence in the Arena. The
disapproval led to Ben Brode's video reception as part of designer insights, in which he admitted that Cleaning wasn't strong, but explained that it was meant to be fun and interesting rather than a Level 1 card. However, he acknowledged that its release with One Night in Karazhan was bad timing,
explaining that the team had underestimated the players' growing frustration with the weakness of the priest class, partly because the card had been designed and tested many weeks earlier. The video also announced that Clean-up would be specifically excluded from arena selection, essentially removing
its impact on the game mode and making it the first non-Promo card to be excluded from the Arena in addition to C'Thun and related cards. Release[edit | edit source] One Night in Karazhan was released on 11 August 2016. The first release included Prolog and the first true wing of the adventure, Salonk,
and the subsequent wings were released one by one over the next three weeks. Following the release, the official Twitter account tweeted a series of original photos depicting hearthstone-esque versions of celebrities, especially musicians, attending Karazhan's party: John Lennon, Lady Gaga, Mick
Jagger, Marilyn Monroe, Bruce Lee, Andy Warhol and others. Trivia[edit | edit source] One Night in Karazhan was the first Hearthstone content to be officially unveiled from outside the United States. There is no pre-order option in this adventure, but it is the first content to offer a reward for purchases
made in the first week after release, allowing players to experience the first wing and prologue. The adventure adds the first ever neutral gun card, Atiesh, as well as only the second neutral card to equip weapons, Medivh, the Guardian. Medivh is also the first minion card to match the hero being played.
For the first two weeks after the adventure was released, the bug led many bosses to refuse to attack mints with harmful Deathrattles such as Abomination and Exploding Sheep, making them trivial to win. The fault was corrected by a hotfix on 25 April 2006. [28] The adventure trailer features several
bosses as well as unrelated Hearthstone characters such as Alarm-o-Bot, Reno Jackson, Elite Tauren Chieftain, Sir Finley Mrrgglton, Arch-Thief Rafaam, Harvest Golem, Mind Control Tech, Lord Jaraxxus and several Kobold Geomancers. The trailer's first scene also features several classic World of
Warcraft cavalry fasteners, including Warlord's Deathwheel, Champion's Treadblade, Rhins of the Grove Warden and gnomish mechanostrider, as well as Felsaber, a demon hunter-class mountain that had not yet been released when the trailer was unveiled. Processed during trailer development include
The Great Gatsby. [29] [29] There may also be a reference to the popular Leonardo DiCaprio Cheers meth, which it closely resembles. The music in the adventure trailer saw significant popularity, including several fan-created remixes and extended editions. Cinematic music was created alongside the
artwork itself, and sound technician Andy Brock brought in early on to help the two develop together. [15] Given the difference in tone between Curse of Naxxramas and One Night in Karazhan, if the latter had been chosen as the game's first adventure, it seems likely that it would have been produced as
a much darker experience, and almost certainly lacked a party theme. If it's closely watched, the adventure preview page has a card in the background. The card is Medivhin Echo, referring to the host, Medivhi. Gallery[edit | edit source] Key art banners Very special invitation with Malchezaar back on
turntables, it's time for the P-A-R-T-Y Trailer Your host, the great magus Medivh, invites you back to the party... Come inside... Meet your friend at the door. ... It's like you've never seen it before! Shake your stuff into our musical rhythm. ... But don't you dare cheat! ... Throw away your worries. Dive right in
- you'll never be the same! This is a place of funny magical phenomena. Party guests Annoy-o-Trons is standard with various party-enhancing attachments! He's got dance moves like a possessed man! ... Oh, yes, yes. Antonidas will make sure this party smokes! Just when you think the party's over,
Reno arrives to save the day! Sylvanas doesn't have time for games, but a lot of time to celebrate. References[edit | edit source] Selected media media
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